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Studies of interaction log analysis are a common tool to investigate behavioural data and contribute to insights into users’ interaction
patterns with a system [11, 18]. We present a log analysis from a bespoke conversational system, RealSAM 1 , an audio-only interaction
media assistant in which users can navigate and interact with media content through natural language. The novel assistant is designed
for people with a vision impairment or other disability that prevents a person from accessing printed material. The exploratory
analysis was conducted to provide an initial insight into the communication and interaction behaviours. We focus on understanding
how users utilise the application. The results are twofold, we highlight the (i) implications for the design of future voice-enabled
systems such as “infinite-reading” mode, enhanced interaction management enabling file navigation or time-compression techniques,
and (ii) challenges of analysing conversational logs and suggest guidelines making these logs more accessible for future research.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Displaying search results for people with a visual impairment is problematic. Systems such as Siri allow users with
a visual impairment to pose queries, but they will not receive answers to their query via audio unless it is a factoid
question (e.g., “How deep is the ocean?"). For non-factoid or ambiguous questions, this user group relies on additional
assistive software (e.g., screen reader, VoiceOver2 , or TalkBack3 ) to translate the written search engine results page into
speech [17]. Thus, a user with a visual impairment who uses Siri to search must switch to using assistive software to
read out the search results furthering the challenge of accessing information, increasing the likelihood of unsatisfactory
interaction [1].
We use a new commercial system’s, RealSAM, logs to understand the interaction behaviour between users and the
application. RealSAM is a bespoke application for people with a visual impairment, in contrast to Siri or Alexa, with
which users can interact and search for audio material, such as podcasts, news articles, and audiobooks, exclusively via
an audio-only interaction channel. The application is tailored to provide accessible media for people who are visually
impaired.
1 https://realthing.ai/products/realsam-accessible-phone-media-player-assistant/
2 http://www.apple.com/au/accessibility/osx/voiceover

3 https://support.google.com/accessibility/android/answer/6007100?hl=en
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This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to the RealSAM application and its target
audience, including an overview of the interaction methods and the content which can be accessed. We then describe
the available dataset in Section 3, followed the results of the log analysis in Section 4. We show how RealSAM is used
over time, including the interaction frequencies based on pre- and self-defined interaction categories. We describe
sessions which consist of a single interaction and introduce search interaction behaviours. We conclude the results
section by displaying the text-to-speech (TTS) output settings of RealSAM users. Section 5 discusses the results and
limitations of the study. Finally, we conclude this paper with a summary and conclusion in Section 6.
2 REALSAM APPLICATION
RealSAM consists of a Samsung Galaxy Pocket with a single-app Android ROM installed on it (see Figure 1). This
device has a central button on the bottom front of the device, the talk button. When users press this button, they can
either start their spoken interaction or interrupt (i.e., barge-in) the device. Only the volume buttons on the device work;
however, the other buttons and touch functionality of the screen are disabled for accessibility reasons. Users can also
turn on a hands-free mode which allows them to interact with the device without pressing the talk button. However, in
this mode, RealSAM will only start listening again after it has finished speaking and thus users cannot interrupt.

Fig. 1. RealSAM device.

RealSAM provides the following five categories of content:
(1) Podcasts: Listen to podcasts from sources such as the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) or the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC).
(2) Newspapers: RealSAM currently indexes news from ABC News, The Conversation, The New Daily, and a wide
range of papers provided by the Vision Australia Library, including The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, and
The Australian.
(3) Books: RealSAM provides access to the books offered by The Gutenberg Project4 and Bookshare5 .
(4) Service: RealSAM allows users to check the current time, weather conditions, and geographical location.
(5) Device: RealSAM provides commands to configure the device, check the battery level, or listen to announcements
from RealThing.
RealSAM uses sound cues (i.e., ear-cons or discourse markers) to guide the user through the system. For example, a
falling tone and a tick tock sound means that RealSAM is considering the user’s request and will respond soon. When a
4 https://www.gutenberg.org

5 https://www.bookshare.org
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user submits a command, the device RealSAM presents the first five results to the user with an option to hear more
results. Thus, one “result page” consists of five results. An example interaction is shown below.
User: Which newspapers do you have?
RealSAM: I have the following newspapers:
1. ABC News
2. Adelaide Advertiser
3. The Age
4. The Australian
5. Australian Financial Review.
Please select one or say continue.
User: Number 3
RealSAM: OK, selecting The Age. The first page of 29 unread headlines from the News Section:
1. Faulty fire system puts lives at risk
2. Mum’s the word in Melbourne
3. Greens go for. . .
User: Read me the Finance section from the Australian.
[barge-in]

Interactions with RealSAM are classified based on system-defined rules triggered by pre-mapped voice inputs. For
example, RealSAM starts reading news headlines when a user input “read me the news headlines”. The system classifies
this interaction as “* headlines *” and is an illustration of the inherent linguistic and functional limitations of this
restricted system.

3

DATASET

The log set includes interactions between 17 February 2014 and 17 May 2016. Input interactions can be seen as a
voice command to the system. This voice command is then translated into a text command using automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and from this point onwards it is treated as a text command. The output text is translated with TTS
for the user to listen to. The audio output is in contrast to many multi-modal systems where the input is by voice but
returns results using the standard mobile or desktop interface (i.e., the screen).
Each interaction or voice input has a timestamp (beginning of interaction), anonymised user ID, output interaction
from the system, voice type and speed, and the system rule triggered by the input received. However, no information is
recorded as to whether the user barged-in to the application and there are no end timestamps.

4 REALSAM LOG ANALYSIS
We first present the general descriptive statistics about the logged RealSAM interactions and examine the pre-identified
RealSAM Interaction Categories. We then continue to group these Interaction Categories in Interaction Themes allowing
us to investigate how people use RealSAM through communication, one-interaction, and search sessions. The final part
of this section discusses the user settings of the TTS output.
3
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General and Session Descriptives

The RealSAM interaction log consists of 411,201 interactions from 236 unique users. An interaction comprises of an
action from the user and a reaction from the system. Interactions are grouped in sessions where a session lasts until there
are at least 15 minutes of inactivity [8, 13]. The interaction log contains 46,859 sessions. On average, users spent 19.74
minutes per session6 . The average sessions per user were 199 (median is 23, mean is 198). There were 8.77 interactions
per session. A total of 24,507 sessions (52.29%) consisted of only one interaction.
When we examine the RealSAM session patterns over a 24-hour time frame, we observe that more sessions occur
in the mornings throughout the 7-day week. However, when comparing weekdays (Monday to Friday) and weekend
(Saturday and Sunday) days, we notice a trend that users interact more frequently with RealSAM during weekday
morning hours than weekend mornings as seen in Figure 2. After 2pm on weekdays, the number of sessions declines
while on the weekends the number increases.

Fig. 2. Normalised session frequency in 24 hours on weekday and weekend days.

4.2

How People use RealSAM

We removed all the stopwords, including unrecognised voice input and created a frequency list of the most highly used
terms.7 We found the most frequent term from the users was “next”, corresponding to 21.72% of the total input terms as
seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Top-five frequent input terms.
Input Term
Next
Number
Read
Headlines
Back

Count (%)
143,399 (21.72%)
38,569 (5.84%)
22,980 (3.48%)
18,681 (2.83%)
16,653 (2.52%)

A total of 43,918 distinct pre-mapped rules were recorded in the log. We sorted these rules in 87 interaction categories,
including the categories “Null”, defined by the application, and “Other”, which we could not classify. The Null and
Other categories accounted for 12.8% and 5.8% respectively of the total logs.
6 Inactivity

7 We

is not included as part of the session time.
used the SMART stopword list.
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We sorted the remaining 85 interaction categories by investigating the voice input transcripts. For example, if the
pre-mapped voice input recorded “* headlines *” we examined all rows within the log containing this particular input
to conclude that this rule is indeed related to asking for news headlines. We then classified this pre-mapped input
accordingly.
Thus, a total of 85 interaction categories were created with the most frequently used categories presented in Table 2.
The table shows that several interactions are similar and could be categorised in a theme. For example, the category
next article and next response are both navigational interactions indicating reading out the next response and therefore
belong to the newly defined theme Interaction Management. The classifying processes were conducted iteratively by the
main author and reviewed by the other authors.
Table 2. Most frequently used RealSAM interaction categories.
Interaction Category
Next article
Select response
Next response
News headlines
ASR error recovery

Count (%)
93,309 (27.88%)
52,365 (15.65%)
24,302 (7.26%)
16,893 (5.05%)
16,819 (5.03%)

We grouped the 85 interaction categories through an examination into themes. These themes create a further
abstraction while reducing the number of categories for a more meaningful analysis. The interactions categories are
divided into the next five themes:
(1) Search (S): a user searches for a specific document,
(2) Browsing (B): a user wants to hear the news headlines,
(3) Interaction Management (IM): how a user interacts with the device, such as “next”, “stop”, or “resume spoken
document”,
(4) Device and Service (D&S): interactions related to operating RealSAM, such as changing the voice or checking
the battery and weather8 , and
(5) Error Handling (EH): the device attempts to recover from errors.
Figure 3 shows that Interaction Management is the most commonly used. The second most commonly used is Error
Handling, followed by Device and Service. The high Interaction Management would be expected given that this category
includes the commands to use the device such as resuming a spoken document, navigating to the next section, or
repeating an article.
4.2.1 One-Interaction Sessions. As mentioned, 52.29% of the sessions consisted of one interaction. The 15 most frequent
interaction categories cover 79.55% of the one-interaction sessions as presented in Table 3. The Search theme did not
contain any one-interaction sessions.
4.2.2 Search Sessions. The Search theme consisted of 3,399 (7.25%) sessions where users posed one or more queries. The
total number of queries in the Search theme was 6,888, consisting of 2,238 news article searches (32.49%), 2,106 podcast
searches (30.57%), 629 book searches (9.13%), and 1,915 (27.80%) unclassified searches. These unclassified searches were
due to users posing an unspecified query that the system could not classify in any specified interaction categories.
8 Weather

information is stored on the server and classified as a service.
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Fig. 3. Interaction frequency of themes.
Table 3. Most frequent one-interaction session categories.

Interaction Category

Theme

Interaction
Category Count (%)

Access source
IM
3,873 (17.43%)
Check the battery level
D&S
1,805 (8.13%)
Next article
IM
1,790 (8.06%)
No match found
EH
1,768 (7.96%)
Select response
IM
1,588 (7.15%)
Check the weather
D&S
1,426 (6.42%)
ASR error recovery
EH
1,120 (5.04%)
News headlines
B
780 (3.51%)
User guide
D&S
748 (3.37%)
List books
B
681 (3.07%)
Next response
IM
500 (2.25%)
Time
D&S
496 (2.23%)
Part of command missing
EH
478 (2.15%)
Response to “hello” input
D&S
332 (1.49%)
Go back
IM
287 (1.29%)
NOTE: Browsing (B), Device and Service (D&S), Error Handling (EH),
Interaction Management (IM), Search (S)

The average query length for the voice queries was 3.29 words (𝑆𝐷=1.49, max=24) which were obtained after
lowercase conversion, tokenisation, and stopword removal and 4.87 words (𝑆𝐷=1.88, max=31) without the removal.
Query characteristics presented in Table 4 show that 56% of the queries were unique.
Table 5 shows the most frequent terms in search queries. Popular terms suggest that search was used as a mechanism
to access specific sources (e.g., ABC, report, show) or to find content related to a given topic (e.g., rugby, wallabies).
4.3

Text-to-Speech Output

This section investigates the voice and speed of the TTS output per interaction. A female Australian voice and 1.0x
speech reading rate were the default settings, but six different voices and other speeds are available. Interactions were
performed 51.78% of the time in these default settings, where 60.12% had the default speed, and 71.82% used the default
female Australian voice. Of all the interactions, 39.54%, were performed either with a slower (18.26%) or faster (21.28%)
voice speed (see Figure 4).
6
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Table 4. Query characteristics.
Count
Total number of queries
Unique queries
Most frequent queries:
Read articles about rugby
Read articles about wallabies
Play me the health report
Play me the science show

6,888
3,872
406
214
69
63

Table 5. Most frequent query terms.
Query Term

Count

Query Term

Count

Rugby
Wallabies
Report
Show
Vision

622
288
265
236
232

ABC
Australia
Science
Health
Margaret

214
199
179
172
139

Fig. 4. Speed of the output in the interactions.

5

DISCUSSION

The results show that navigational “next” interactions such as “next article” or “next response” were frequently used
commands. We propose to add an “infinite-reading” mode enabling users to listen to document titles more efficiently.
This mode resembles a search engine’s infinite scroll mode which automatically loads and displays next search results
when the user reaches the end of the page. Thus, the infinite-reading mode would continue reading the document
titles until a user interrupts the system. Furthermore, enabling users to navigate more freely will inform them which
documents are available in the “information space” [14, 15].
Two thirds (66.37%) of the one-interaction sessions shown in Table 3 can be interpreted as good abandonment. This is
where a user accesses the device with a clear goal, retrieves the information, and then leaves the device [7]. System
defined interaction categories, such as Access source, where a user inputs “read me ABC news”, are also considered good
abandonment, as are classifications such as checking the battery level or the weather and accessing the news headlines.
In contrast, 19.05% of one-interaction sessions can be seen as bad abandonment, which is where a user leaves without
achieving their goal [7]. Bad abandonment classifications often happened when an error occurred such as no match
7
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found, ASR errors, or part of the command is missing. The remaining 14.58% corresponded to noise in the logs (errors
splitting the sessions or null interactions).
Concerning the Search theme, the average spoken RealSAM query length (4.87 words) is similar to that reported in a
recent study of spoken queries from a commercial search engine (4.2 words), but is longer than the length of typed
queries (3.2 words) [6]. Guy [6] also reported in this study that one-word queries were rarer in voice (12%). In our
dataset, one-word queries were uncommon and only accounted for 1% of the queries. Other researchers have reported
that voice queries are on average one word longer than typed mobile queries [19] while Schaller et al. [10] suggested
that it may be easier to create long queries with a voice interface than with a keyboard. Although users cannot type
queries into RealSAM, and we cannot make a direct comparison between typed or spoken queries in RealSAM, the
longer average voice query and the lack of one-word queries may indicate that users find it more natural to create
longer queries. Surprisingly, only a fraction of the interactions involved search behaviours nevertheless, interaction
management was high. This may indicate that the search function is less accessible or “discoverable”. Future systems
could maybe implement search functions more present, further alleviating the reliance on information management
commands.
With the third and fourth most frequent queries “play me the health report” and “play me the science report”, the
user is presented with a search result list. This list consists of the podcasts containing the corresponding query terms
(i.e., “health report” or “science report”) anywhere within the document despite “health report” or “science report” being
the titles of the podcasts (i.e., source). This is in contrast to the first and second most searches “rugby” and “wallabies”
which are general query terms (i.e., topic). However, RealSAM only reads out the titles for these podcasts, and as these
may not contain the query term, the podcasts’ relevance may be unclear to the user. Therefore it may be helpful for the
users to hear their query words in the context of the found document. For podcasts, this may mean that users listen to a
snippet extracted from the podcast audio in order to understand the context of their query word [12].
Almost half of the interactions were conducted in the original speed and with a female Australian voice, while 48.23%
of the interactions were in a different speed or voice. This kind of personalisation provides users more freedom in
their interactions with the content, we have evaluated the effect of audio transformations (i.e., prosodic modifications)
and our initial results suggest that some of the proposed prosodic modifications lead to better comprehension and
identification of the answers in a snippet at the expense of slightly degraded naturalness of the audio signal [5]. Future
research could investigate whether skimming or time-compression techniques, such as pause-based skimming, would
be useful [3, 4].

5.1

Limitations

The quality of the logging process, as well as the system’s linguistic and functional limitations, hindered the analysis of
the interaction logs. For example, RealSAM was updated several times during the data capture process and therefore
had different pre-defined rules in place. Simultaneously, each input from the user was logged through text, but no
audio file was present to check whether the ASR had correctly recognised the user’s input. ASR input errors may have
resulted in 12.8% of the logs with a Null input from the system; however, we could not check this. Furthermore, the
RealSAM logs did not indicate if a user had barged-in during the output of the text. For example, it was not possible to
establish whether the user listened to all results before making a decision of which results they would like to select.
Even though, our dataset can be considered old, this is the first log analysis of a bespoke conversational system. Even
though many researchers have suggested design guidelines [9, 16] from a user’s perspective for conversational systems,
8
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little is known about the research log analysis aspect. Lastly, we could not utilise the timestamps series fully due to the
different speeds in voices and the lack of end timestamps.
5.2

Conversational Log Analysis Suggestions

This paper’s implications are for both researchers working and creating similar logs and system developers who are
logging audio-only interactions. Suggestions from this paper include:
(1) Log the start and end time for each utterance.
(2) Log each interaction of the user and system separately.
(3) Log where and when the user interrupted the system output or indicate whether the user listened to the full
output.
(4) Where possible, retain the audio to check ASR errors or add ASR term confidence values in the output transcription [2].
6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This log analysis aimed to explore interaction and communication behaviours between users and RealSAM, a bespoke
audio-only application for accessing media. This analysis’s strength is that we were able to investigate people’s in-context
interactions with the application. The log analysis provided insight into users’ behaviours and media accessed and how
users satisfied their information needs. The discussed findings suggest that a truly conversational system needs further
research and development to establish how people want to interact with content over voice without pre-conceived
constraints placed on them by the system. We suggest implementing “infinite-reading” modes, time-compression
techniques, and enhance discoverability and personalisation methods.
Our analyses suggest that audio-only interactions systems are still in the early stages of their development, as
reflected in the need for improvement in navigational commands, query intent recognition, and skimming techniques
over audio. This paper concludes that audio-only interactions are not straightforward to log and need to be designed
carefully.
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